Must be printed on 11" x 17" paper.

12a
Outside Front Leg (upper part)
Cut 2

Tape this line to pattern piece 12b before layout and cutting

12b
Outside Front Leg (lower part)

Tape this line to pattern piece 12a before layout and cutting

Dew claw placement

Seamline A
Seamline M
Seamline L
Seamline F
Must be printed on 11" x 17" paper.
Pattern for Realistic Calf

9 Lower Jaw and Neck

Seamline K

16a

Body (front part)

Seamline H

Seamline J

Seamline G

Scrotum

Fold line

Cut 1 of fur

velcro

velcro

velcro

Tongue

Cut 2 of red felt

1/4" Seam Allowance

Cut out and remove

Tape this line to pattern piece 16b before layout and cutting

Must be printed on 11"x17" paper.
Must be printed on 11" x 17" paper.

Pattern for Realistic Calf

**Seamline B**
- **Dew Claw**
  - Cut 8 of vinyl
- **Horn**
  - Cut 4 of vinyl
- **Nose**
  - Seamline C
  - Seamline F
- **Mouth Lining**
  - Cut 1 of pink felt

**Seamline E**
- **Dew Claw**
  - Fold line
- **Tail**
  - Cut 1 of fur

**Seamline H**
- **Tongue placement**
- **Placement for gullet**
  - Fold line

All seam allowances 1/4"
Tape this line to pattern piece 16b before layout and cutting.

Ear Interfacing
Cut 2

Body (rear part)

Seamline D

Seamline P

Nostril
Cut 2 of felt

Ear Interfacing
Pattern for Realistic Calf

Tour 1. Outside Rear Leg (upper part)

Seamline N

14a

Tape piece 14a to this line

Leave this edge open

Tape this pattern piece 16a to this line before layout and cutting

Tour 2. Outside Rear Leg (lower part)

Seamline O

14b

Tape this line to pattern piece 14b

Tape this pattern piece 16c to this line before layout and cutting

Tour 3. Body (center part)

16b

Must be printed on 11"x17" paper.
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Inside Front Leg
Cut 2 of fur
Seamline M

Inside Rear Leg
Cut 2 of fur
Seamline L
Seamline N
Seamline O

Must be printed on 11” x 17” paper.